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1. Many people traveled to the Victoria & 
Alfred Waterfront in ...
a. The 1900’s
b. The 1700’s
c. The 1800’s
d. The 1600’s

2. Faraway neighborhoods are called ...
a. Suburbs
b. Townships
c. Ghettos
d. Cities

3. You know you’re in Bo-Kaap when 
you see ...
a. Brick streets
b. Daisy-lined paths
c. Dirt paths
d. Cobblestone streets

4. Cape Town has ...
a. 72 beaches
b. 43 beaches
c. 60 beaches
d. 54 beaches

5. What currency is used in South Africa?

6. What is the closest living relative to the 
rock hyrax - a hamster or an elephant?

_____ 1. A peninsula is an area of land 
surrounded by water.

_____ 2. The waterfront is named after 
Queen Victoria of Great Britain.

_____ 3. South Africa loves the sport ice 
hockey.

_____ 4. The Castle of Good Hope is the 
oldest colonial building.

_____ 5. Nearly all Capetonians are 
descendants of slaves.

_____ 6. Capetonians enjoy many 
different cultures.

QUESTIONS

TRUE OR FALSE?

AYO’S AWESOME ADVENTURES IN

Cape Town
Join Ayo on an adventure. Ayo is an aardvark, an 

African mammal that eats ants and termites, and also 
a tour guide traveling the world. Read Ayo’s Awesome 
Adventures in Cape Town: Mother City to learn more!

What did you learn?
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ANSWERS

TRUE OR FALSE? ANSWERS

1. c. The 1800’s. According to section 
“Victoria & Alfred Waterfront” on page 12, 
we know that “It was crowded in the late 
1800’s.” So, the correct answer is C.

2. b. Townships. According to section “District 
Six Museum” on page 22, we know that 
“Families and friends who had lived in District 
Six for many years were sent to separate, 
sometimes faraway neighborhoods, called 
townships.” So, the correct answer is B.

3. d. Cobblestone streets. According to 
section “Bo-Kaap” on page 26, we know 
that “You’ll know we’ve reached Bo-Kaap 
when you start to walk on bumpy cobblestone 
streets.” So, the correct answer is D.

4. a. 72 beaches. According to section 
“Beaches” on page 36, we know that “Would 
you believe Cape Town has 72 beaches?” So, 
the correct answer is A.

5. According to page 7, the name of the money 
in South Africa is the rand.

6. According to page 9, the closest living relative 
to the rock hyrax is the elephant.

1. True. According to section “Table Mountain” 
on page 9, we know that “A peninsula is an 
area of land almost surrounded by water.”  
So, the correct answer is True.

2. True. According to section “Victoria & Alfred 
Waterfront” on page 13, we know that “The 
waterfront is named after Queen Victoria of 
Great Britain.” So, the correct answer is True.

3. False. According to section “Sports” on 
page 16, we know that “South Africa is a 
nation that loves sports. In Cape Town, football 
brings out the biggest crowds.” So, the correct 
answer is False.

4. True. According to section “Castle of Good 
Hope” on page 19, we know that “The castle 
is the oldest colonial building in South Africa!” 
So, the correct answer is True.

5. False. According to section “Spin Street 
& Slave Lodge” on page 25, we know that 
“Almost half of Capetonians are descendants 
(children over many generations) of enslaved 
people from Africa.” So, the correct answer is 
False.

6. True. According to section “Let’s eat!” on 
page 28, we know that “Capetonians enjoy 
many cultures and flavors.” So, the correct 
answer is True.


